
THE
COMPOUND SENTENCE

Worksheet  1
Put a tick against those sentences that contains one subject 

and one predicate 

1      I don’t want to make mistakes             _____________

2     I’ve sold them all my life but I still make mistakes ____

3    I have a few pieces of glass______________________

4     I sold the ring for the right price and I made two pounds

On the picture _______________________________
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WORKSHEET 2       
Read the  sentences given below and write ‘s’ for simple and ‘cs’ for compound 

sentences

1                             It          is            getting                late .                      

2    The  students  won the match and the coach was happy. 

3         Should I write a letter or should I make a phone call .   

4              This        is     a       beautiful           picture  .             

5   My parents are away to Delhi but they will be back on  

monday .

6          She was nervous but she faced the audience.

7 Is    it     stolen     or  have you lost it 

8   The weather was warm but it was rather humid

9 My  computer  is  out  of   order.  



WORKSHEET 3
write  the sentence connecting the pictures using ‘and’ ‘but’ or ‘or’

She wants to go home by bus but there is no bus to her home.

_________________________________________________________________________                      
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________  



Worksheet 4
Read the following news underline the compound sentences .

• British Drivers and mobile phone          

• British drivers are the safest   and most polite in Europe . Just one in ten in london driver does not 
stop at red  lights . And nine in ten obey parking laws. Mobile phone  are fast becoming a necessity  .

• They are no doubt,very helpful but may prove to be a problem on the road. Many drivers  using 
mobile phones have  smashed into the car in front. The traffic police have been working hard to

• find a solution but have found little success.It seems impossible to convince drivers not to carry  or 
use mobile phones while driving. One solution brings some hope : drivers do not use mobbile
phones at all or pay a fine of $ 50 each time they are seen using a mobile phone while driving. 



Worksheet 5
Put commas in the following sentences.One has been done as an example.

• 1   Raman cooked the meal , and Ronnie washed the sentences .

• 2   Manika went to see film and Shilpa went to play basketball.

• 3   Help me clean up the bedroom or I”ll tell mom you made the mess.

• 4   Radhika loves computers and she has got a job as a computer artist .

• 5   The coach told me to practise every  day or he would drop me from the team .

• 6   If your friend calls should i give him your message or should I ask him to come

again.

7   He wants to read but he has misplaced his spectacles .




